You are cordially invited to
attend a murder mystery party…

HOSTED BY:

___________________________________________

YOU WILL PLAY THE ROLE OF:

________________________________________________
DATE: ___________________ TIME: ____________________
SCENE OF THE CRIME: __________________________________
_____________________________________________________
RSVP: ________________________________________________
For more information about your game, including costume
suggestions and a game trailer video, head over to
https://yourmysteryparty.com/toadwart
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MAGICAL GUESTS
ZANDERDORE
Powers of Poison
Powers of poison are Zanderdore’s forte. He owns the internationally acclaimed store,
Alchemy Attic, and peddles his wares to all of the potion makers in the magical world. A
true heartbreaker, this charismatic wizard loves to tell the fortunes of others. Whether
they are true fortunes or not…only the future will tell.
SIR DRACONUS
Summoner
Sir Draconus lightens up any social gathering. He loves to dance and if he hears a beat –
he’ll cut a rug! His magical specialty is summoning animals…chiefly dragons! Sir
Draconus has an extremely overprotective pet dragon named Dardaroth, so if you cross
this summoner, you should watch out for his dragon’s fiery wrath!
BELLADONNA BLOSSOM
Powers of Transfiguration
Belladonna Blossom is the most emotional witch in the magical community. Some say
it’s because her specialty is transfiguration, which means she can morph into any type
of animal she desires. Along with transfiguration powers comes bizarre &
uncontrollable animal mannerisms! Belladonna loves to tell jokes…mostly about
animals!
DANZETH NIDHOG
Powers of Strength
If you need help moving furniture, a jar lid opened, or maybe even an entire building
moved to another location…ask Danzeth Nidhog for assistance, as he is the strongest
wizard in the world! With great strength comes a responsibility, and he is a trustworthy
friend and confidant to most people in the magical community.
ELVIRA GUSTAVA
Powers of Wind
Elvira Gustava couldn’t tell a lie to save her life! This is one abrasive witch who tells it
how it is at all costs! If Elvira uncovers the skeletons in your closet, the magical
community will know about it by morning! Elvira specializes in the powers of wind anger her and you’ll be running from a personal tornado!
XANDRIA OBERON
Powers of Nightmares
Everyone does their best to stay on Xandria Oberon’s good side. This witch possesses
ultra-creepy dark powers of nightmares. She can cast an evil spell on her foes and make
them enter a horrible nightmare…while they are still awake! Don’t cross this bad dream
enchantress if you want to keep your sanity!
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PROFESSOR SOL
Powers of the Sun
If you’re looking for a mystifying and peculiar wizard, Professor Sol’s your man. Sol is
quite devious and is a master at pulling pranks on others in the magical community. A
favorite professor among students at Hogsbrew University for the Magically Gifted, he
teaches Historical Illusionism and Analytical Sorcery.
DELUS DARK
Powers of Shadows
Delus Dark is what is known as a ‘Sprown’ which is half witch and half fairy. She is
extremely over-inquisitive but very friendly. However, Sprowns are unassuming dark
magicians. You’d never expect this part-pixie to cast an evil Shadow spell on you – that’s
her specialty! Delus is an intellectual and keeps everyone entertained with her comedic
personality and contagious laughter.
REZ
Genie
Rez is the charismatic yet eccentric genie. Laying claim to fame as the main provider of
wishes to dignitaries around the world, Rez sometimes sings instead of speaks and
quickly blames the outburst of song on the situations surrounding him. It is rumored
that Rez is envious of the wizards, and that is why he fails to get along with them in
social settings.
CRYSTAL WYNTER
Powers of Ice
Crystal Wynter is the emotionless witch with the powers of ice. Crystal speaks without a
shred of emotion. She’s callous and has never laughed at a joke or so much as cracked a
smile at a song. No surprise this sorceress doesn’t get along with many people especially Belladonna Blossom.
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